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Abstract: Sensor networks are used in an increasing number and variety of application areas, like
traffic control or river monitoring. Sensors in these networks measure parameters of interest defined
by domain experts and send these measurements to a central location for storage, viewing and
analysis. Temporal graph data models, whose nodes contain time-series data reported by the sensors,
have been proposed to model and analyze these networks in order to take informed and timely
decisions on their operation. Temporal paths are first-class citizens in this model and some classes
of them have been identified in the literature. Queries aimed at finding these paths are denoted
as (temporal) path queries. In spite of these efforts, many interesting problems remain open and,
in this work, we aim at answering some of them. More concretely, we characterize the classes of
temporal paths that can be defined in a sensor network in terms of the well-known Allen’s temporal
algebra. We also show that, out of the 8192 possible interval relations in this algebra, only 11 satisfy
two desirable properties that we define: transitivity and robustness. We show how these properties
and the paths that satisfy them are relevant in practice by means of a real-world use case consisting
of an analysis of salinity that appears close to the Scheldt river in Flanders, Belgium, during high
tides occurring in the North Sea.

Keywords: river systems; transportation networks; sensor networks; graph databases; spatiotemporal
databases; temporal query languages

1. Introduction

The availability of cost-effective sensor networks, increasing data processing capa-
bilities and the Internet of Things (IoT), among other reasons, are increasingly triggering
the interest in applications that make intensive use of the enormous amount of data being
produced and ingested by those tools to take informed decisions related to the operation
of such systems. Examples of such applications are intelligent transportation systems
(ITSs) [1] and the analysis of water pollution. The latter demands continuous monitoring,
aimed at detecting discharges of heavy metals, nutrients (e.g., nitrogen) and pathogen
elements [2,3], to ensure the safety and integrity of water sources. It is nowadays crucial to
be able to build systems that can make appropriate use of the data provided by sensors
dipped in river and/or sea waters, which collect various parameters such as pH, dissolved
oxygen, turbidity, conductivity and temperature, to name a few.

The situation described above requires data models that can efficiently and effectively
represent the problem and facilitate data storage and processing. A first step to solving this
problem is to be able to represent the interaction between the sensors and the transporta-
tion networks where they operate, leading to the concept of a sensor network. In general, a
sensor network [4] is defined as a collection of sensors that send data to a central location
for storage, viewing and analysis. However, we will use this term in the context of trans-
portation networks equipped with sensors. A precise definition of these concepts is given in
Section 3.
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The work in [5] proposes representing and storing transportation networks using
temporal graph databases and querying them with high-level temporal graph query lan-
guages. The underlying idea is incrementally built as explained next. First, we can naturally
abstract a transportation network as a property graph (a graph whose nodes and edges
are annotated with properties [6]). Then, if the network is ‘equipped’ with sensors that
produce time-series data, we attach time series to the nodes in the graph [7]. Furthermore,
the network can evolve in time. For example, sensors can be added, removed and stop
functioning, new branches in a road network can be added or, as we will see later, the
flow of a river may reverse its direction (due to tidal events). Therefore, a static graph
does not suffice to represent such a situation; therefore, we need a temporal graph. As a
solution to this problem, the model in [5] was defined. In the temporal property graph data
model used in that paper, nodes and edges are labeled with validity intervals that indicate
the period when a node, an edge or a property existed in the graph, thus satisfying the
requirements mentioned above.

The complexity of current data science projects, like, for example, the analysis of
transportation networks, requires that computer science specialists work together with
domain experts. Thus, we need to provide the latter a high-level query language where
queries can be easily expressed. To satisfy this requirement, the temporal property graph
model that we use in this paper comes with an associated SQL-like high-level temporal
query language called T-GQL. Queries in T-GQL are translated into the underlying graph
database language. Since we use the Neo4j graph database (http://neo4j.com, accessed on
1 March 2020), the target language is Cypher. We will explain the main ideas of the model
and query language in Section 6. Details on the system implementation can be found in [8].

Contributions

The temporal graph model that we use to represent sensor networks considers different
notions of temporal paths that account for different situations that may occur in such a
network. These paths have been studied in [5,8,9] and are denoted as continuous, pairwise
continuous, consecutive and flow paths. As an example, a continuous path (CP) is a path in
the network graph that is continuously valid during a certain time interval such that the
water temperature was continuously over ten degrees Celsius between 10 June 2023 and
12 June 2023; that is, these paths are defined in terms of the network topology and certain
conditions over the time-series data.

Although the model and language proposed in the works cited above support some
kinds of path queries based on the four kinds of paths mentioned above, these queries do
not suffice to satisfy a domain expert’s needs. We would like to know the extent of the
universe of temporal paths and the desirable properties that these paths should satisfy.
Thus, we want to answer the following research questions: (a) “What are the possible tem-
poral paths that we can define?”; (b) from the paths in the answer to (a), “how many of
them can represent useful and interesting real-world situations?”; (c) “What are the prop-
erties that we would like those paths to satisfy, and how could we check this?”; (d) “Can
we implement the useful paths in (b) into a query language, in particular, T-GQL?”. We
answer these questions in this paper. For question (a), we first give a precise definition of
the meaning of a temporal path in a sensor network. Then, based on the famous paper
by James F. Allen [10], we give concrete relations on temporal intervals that help us to
characterize the possible temporal paths in a network. Regarding question (b), we find that
there are 8192 possible kinds of temporal paths based on Allen’s relations. Many of them
characterize common and useful real-world situations, but only eleven satisfy two desirable
properties that we explain in the paper: transitivity and temporal and spatial robustness
(question (c)). Finally, to answer question (d), we extended T-GQL with a general function
that can find all of Allen’s-relations-based temporal paths. We also present a real-world
use case, taking a portion of the Scheldt river in Flanders, and show how we can help a
hydrologist to investigate, using the machinery explain in this paper, the influence of salty
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sea water that comes into the river due to the change in direction of the river flow during
high-tide periods.

Paper Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related
work. Section 3 provides the preliminary definitions and the background on transportation
networks to make the paper self-contained. Section 4 covers the kinds of temporal paths
that can be found in a sensor network temporal graph. Section 5 provides the theoretical
framework that covers all possible paths that could be defined following Allen’s temporal
interval theory. Section 6 reviews the temporal graph model and provides the link between
the path theory and its implementation. A real-world use case is presented in Section 7
using information on the Flanders’ river system. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review some basic concepts on property graphs and, in particular,
existing proposals for extending such a graph to account for the temporal dimension. We
also briefly review works that study how sensor data can help in the tasks of monitoring
and analyzing water quality.

Property graphs [6] extend the well-known mathematical notion of a graph with the
capability of annotating the graph’s nodes and edges with attributes, called properties.
Over this model, most graph databases [11] are built and their graph query languages
are defined [12]. Many commercial and open-source graph databases are offered in the
market. In this paper, we use Neo4j, whose accompanying high-level query language is
Cypher [13,14].

Temporal graphs extend the property graph data model to account for their evolution
across time. Briefly, temporal property graphs typically label the graph’s edges with the
validity interval of the relationship represented by them. Also, nodes are labeled with
a time interval that indicates the period(s) during which they existed. Different data models
for temporal graphs have been proposed in the literature. The temporal graph model used
in the present paper is based on the work by Debrouvier et al. [8]. In this model, nodes
and relationships contain attributes (properties) timestamped with their validity interval.
Graphs in this model can be heterogeneous; that is, relationships may be of different
kinds. The model is equipped with a high-level graph query language, called T-GQL.
The work also introduces the notion of a temporal path. Different semantics for these
paths are studied, raising the notion of continuous, pairwise continuous and consecutive
paths. Kuijpers et al. [9] extended this model, allowing time series to be defined as node
properties. The values in these time series are used to redefine the paths mentioned above.
Further, in [15], the authors introduce methods for indexing temporal graph databases.
Since this model is used in the case study presented in Section 7, we give a comprehensive
overview in Section 6.

There are many scenarios that could be modeled using the tools mentioned above.
This paper addresses the study of river systems. Water quality in a river system is affected
by different situations like industry waste or salinity due to closeness to the sea shore [16].
Keeping water quality under control is a task often performed by government agencies,
where hydrologist analyze different parameters that are measured in different ways. Plac-
ing sensors in the river flow is one of these methods [17]. In this context, the “Internet of
Water” (IoW) is a project carried out by various agencies and institutes in Flanders, Belgium
(https://www.internetofwater.be/partners/, accessed on 1 March 2021), aimed at deploy-
ing 2500 sensors along the Flemish river system. These sensors produce a huge amount of
data that can be analyzed for the tasks mentioned above. A first approach to using graph
databases for analyzing the Flanders river system was introduced in [18]. Since each sensor
produces sequences of measurements for many different parameters, we can consider each
sequence as a time series associated with each sensor. Further, even the sensor network
may change across time; for example, the water direction may change due to the proximity
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to the sea, and sensors may be added, deleted or stop working during a time interval.
This situation can be modeled as a temporal graph with time series attached to the graph
nodes. A first model for this was proposed in [7], and its follow-up work was presented
in [5]. Both works consider time series of categorical data values; therefore, measurements
are categorized before being loaded into the database. The work in [5] applies the model
to a real-world case, namely a portion of the Yser river in the Flanders’ river system in
Belgium. The underlying idea is that temporal paths capture interesting situations in the
river flow, allowing experts to detect situations of interest. Replacing continuous variables
with categorical ones when possible became a common practice due to the increasing data
volumes that must be handled in data analysis tasks [19,20].

3. Definitions and Preliminaries

In this section, we define the notion of a transportation network and propose a model
for representing transportation networks equipped with sensors.

Transportation networks are physical networks through which objects can move. In
our setting, we assume that the sensors in the transportation network gather information
on these moving objects and the environment in which the network is located.

3.1. Transportation Networks and Their Representations

We mentioned that transportation networks are physical networks through which
objects or substances can move. Examples include

• River networks (through which water and other substances can move);
• Road networks (through which cars, bicycles and pedestrians can move);
• Computer networks (through which information can move); and
• Electricity grids (through which electricity can move).

We can think of many more examples, but in this paper, we use river systems and
road networks as our primary examples.

Physical networks like the ones above are typically embedded in a geographical space.
Intuitively, we may assume that physical transportation networks occur in a two-dimensional
space (as is exemplified by river and road systems) or a three-dimensional space (like in
computer and electricity networks). Sometimes, the dimension of the ambient space is not
very clear. For example, in road networks, bridges and tunnels may occur, and they could
be described as 2 1

2 -dimensional. For our purposes, the exact spatial extent of the network
is not of primary interest, but we rather focus on the connectivity in such networks.

As a more detailed example of a physical transportation network, Figure 1 shows a
fragment of a river system together with its collection of directed segments. This river
system contains a river that splits at a certain point and merges further downstream, thus
creating an ‘island’. On the right-hand side of Figure 1, some river segments are modeled as
the edges of a graph, which connect certain geographical locations. This graph has directed
edges, whose direction indicates the direction of the flow of the water in the river.

We can further abstract this graph, as shown on the left side of Figure 2, where
geographical locations are represented as (unnamed) nodes and numbered edges are used
to model the flow between these spatial locations. We remark that this is an abstract graph
(as opposed to the graph of Figure 1) and that, in practice, such a graph can be augmented,
for example, with other geographical attributes (such as an explicit geometric description
or the coordinates of their start and end points), as well as domain-specific attributes (such
as the size or width of river segments or a speed limit for a road segment). The graph
model shown on the left-hand side of Figure 2 is usually referred to as the topological data
model, which basically reflects the connectivity of the physical transportation network [21].
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Figure 1. A fragment of a river system is shown on the left (with arrows that indicate the direction of
the flow of the water at the ends). On the right, a collection of directed segments is superimposed on
this river system.
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Figure 2. The representation of the fragment of the river system of Figure 1 in the topological model
(on the left) and in the Flow model (on the right).

We remark that transportation networks may have alternative graph representations.
An obvious alternative would be to model the river segments as nodes in the graph,
where graph edges express how water flows from one segment to the next (again, in a
directed way). In [18], this representation model is referred to as the Flow model. The
right part of Figure 2 shows the river system of Figure 1 represented using the Flow model.
Here, the node labels correspond to the numbers that we have given in the topological
model representation on the left side of Figure 2. In this graph, we have thirteen nodes
corresponding to the thirteen river segments that are shown in Figure 1 (on the right). The
red directed edges in this graph indicate how water can flow from a river segment to the
next one.
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Which of these two graph models is used is immaterial to our discussion and we
leave the choice to the user, who may prefer one over the other, for example, for ease of
implementation. In what follows, we will be using the Flow model to continue along the
lines of [18].

We are now ready to give the formal definition of a transportation network as an
abstract (directed) graph model of a physical transport network.

Definition 1. A transportation network TN is a directed graph (N,Flow), where N is a finite set
of nodes and Flow ⊆ N × N is a set of directed edges (representing the flow of objects from one node
in the transportation network to another).

As a notational convention, we use the expressions n, n′, n1, n2, . . . for variables that
range over the set of nodes and we use sans-serif letters n, n′, n1, n2, . . . to refer to constant
nodes in a transportation network. For the edge relation, we use the binary predicate
Flow(n1, n2) to express that there is an edge from n1 to n2 (that is, (n1, n2) ∈ Flow). Since we
assume the relation Flow(n1, n2) to be present, we will not require variables and constants
for edges. We call the transitive closure of the Flow-relation the Flow∗-relation.

3.2. Transportation Networks Equipped with Sensors

In this section, we give the definition of a sensor-equipped transportation network.
We assume that, at certain locations in the transportation network, there are sensors that
measure some physical quantity or quantities at that location. Furthermore, we assume that
these measurements are accompanied by a timestamp. Examples of sensor measurements
are the height, the temperature and the salinity of the water in a river system, and the
density and velocity of cars on a road network. Sensor measurements of these types are
often taken at regular moments in time and the frequency may vary from once per minute
to once per hour to once per day. We can view the output of a sensor as a sequence of
timestamped values (or time–value pairs), which in turn can be viewed as a time series.
In the definition of transportation networks equipped with sensors, we need a set T of
(possible) time moments and a set V of (possible) measurement values. We assume that
both T and V are ordered sets and, for most applications, we can work with T and V being
the set of the real or rational numbers.

Definition 2. A sensor-equipped transportation network (or sensor network, for short) SN
is a four-tuple (N,Flow, S, ts) such that

• (N,Flow) is a transportation network;
• S ⊆ N is a set of sensor-equipped nodes (or sensors, for short); and
• ts : S → 2T×V is a (time-series) function that maps sensors to finite functions from T to V.

We denote 2T×V as the powerset of the set of couples T to V. We remark that we
require the result of ts to be a function from T to V, which means that, with some time
moment from T, at most one value from V corresponds. Furthermore, this function is
finite (and therefore possibly partial) since measurements are taken at a finite number of
time moments.

As notational convention, we use t, t′, t1, t2, . . . for variables that range over the time
set T and we use sans-serif letters t, t′, t1, t2, . . . to refer to constant time moments. Similarly,
v, v′, v1, v2, . . . are used for variables that range the value set V and we use sans-serif letters
v, v′, v1, v2, ... to indicate constant measurement or sensor values. Further, later on, we use S
as a predicate on the set N that returns as true on nodes that are sensors.

Figure 3 shows a sensor network (based on the river fragment of Figure 2), where the
sets of sensor nodes are S = {1, 4, 8} and their times series, measuring water temperature
(in degrees Celsius) at regular moments, are

ts(1) = {(1, 12), (2, 10), (3, 8), (4, 10), (5, 12), (6, 9), (7, 8.5), (8, 8), (9, 10)};
ts(4) = {(1, 9), (2, 10), (3, 9), (4, 10), (5, 12), (6, 9), (7, 10), (8, 11), (9, 11)}; and
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ts(8) = {(1, 12), (2, 8), (3, 10), (4, 10), (5, 9), (6, 10), (7, 11), (8, 11), (9, 12)}.
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{(1, 12), (2, 8), (3, 10), (4, 10), (5, 9), (6, 10), (7, 11), (8, 11), (9, 12)}

Figure 3. An example of a sensor network with the time series attached to the sensor nodes 4 and 11
indicated in blue.

Remark 1. In practical applications, we will usually have T = R and V = R, but the sets T and
V can also be finite. For the set T, we assume that it is embedded in the real line; that is, T ⊆ R.
On the other hand, V can be R as well as, for example, a finite set of categories.

We assume that these sets are at least equipped with a (total) order relation (denoted ≤), but
they may also be equipped with functions (such as + and ×). We remark that the order on the set T
induces a natural order on the time series.

Remark 2. Since ts : S → 2T×V is a time series, it is assumed to be a function that maps sensors
to a finite function from T to V. Sensors have readings (or measurements) at only a finite number of
moments in time. Thus, there are different ways to fill the gaps between measurements. Between
two time moments where we have a measurement, we may use linear interpolation to estimate the
values at moments in between the former. However, in this paper, we assume that a measurement
is valid until the next measurement is recorded. We remark that other methods for completion
can be used, but the particular choice is not crucial to our discussion. We denote this completion
of the function ts : S → 2T×V with ts. So, ts, when applied to a sensor node s, determines a
step function on the interval [t0, Now), where t0 is the moment of the first measurement and Now
is the (moving) current time instant. For sensor node s = 4, in the example of Figure 3, with
ts(1) = {(1, 9), (2, 10), (3, 9), (4, 10), (5, 12), (6, 9), (7, 10), (8, 11), (9, 11)}, this step function is
shown in Figure 4. This implies that measurements given by ts are valid in (unions of) closed–open
time intervals.
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temp (�C)

Figure 4. The graph of the step function ts for ts(1) = {(1, 12), (2, 10), (3, 8), (4, 10), (5, 12), (6, 9),
(7, 8.5), (8, 8), (9, 10)} of Figure 3.

4. Temporal Paths in Sensor Networks

In this section, we first define the notion of paths in sensor networks. Next, we define
conditions on sensor nodes in such paths and, based on these condition, we arrive at
temporal paths in sensor networks.

4.1. Paths in Sensor Networks

Let SN be a sensor network with underlying transportation network (N,Flow), with
sensor node set S and the function ts, as given in Definition 2.

Definition 3. A path in SN is a directed path (in the ordinary sense) in the graph (N,Flow).

We use Greek letters γ, γ1, γ2, . . . to denote paths and we represent paths by the
sequences of their nodes: γ = (n1, n2, . . . nk). This sequence obviously has no repetition
of nodes (by definition of a path in a graph). The path γ = (n1, n2, . . . nk) is said to be of
length k − 1 (that is, the number of edges connecting the nodes in the path). For example,
γ = (1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12) is an example of a path of length 5 in the sensor network of Figure 3.

In a path γ = (n1, n2, . . . nk), some of the nodes may be sensor nodes. The subsequence
of (n1, n2, . . . nk) consisting of the sensor nodes is defined next. To emphasize that a node is
a sensor node, we use the character s rather than n.

Definition 4. The subsequence of a path γ in a sensor network SN consisting of all its sensor
nodes is called the full sensor sequence of γ. It is denoted by fss(γ). If fss(γ) = (s1, s2, ..., sk), we
call si and si+1 consecutive sensors on γ (for i = 1, . . . , k − 1).

For example, in the sensor network of Figure 3, for γ = (1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12), we have
fss(γ) = (s1, s2, s3) = (1, 4, 8).

4.2. Conditions on Sensor Measurements

We use conditions on sensor measurements in a sensor network to define temporal
sets that later on are used in the definition of temporal paths. These conditions are defined
on measured values and they define, for each sensor, a temporal set during which the
condition holds. Examples are high water and low salinity on a river system and high-
density traffic on a road network (all defined in terms of some threshold, for example). We
next define conditions on sensor measurements.
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Definition 5. Let s be a sensor node in a sensor network SN, with time series ts(s). A condition c
is a predicate on the set of measurements V. The set Valc(s) is defined to consist of all time moments
t for which ts(s)(t) is a value that satisfies the predicate c. We call this temporal set the validity
(time) set for condition c at sensor node s.

As an example, we return to the sensor network of Figure 3 and sensor node s1 = 1
therein. When the predicate c expresses that the value temp ≥ 10 (which corresponds to
“high water temperature”), then Valc(s1) equals the temporal set [1, 3) ∪ [4, 6) ∪ [9, Now)
for sensor node s1 = 1.

Figure 5 depicts Valc(s1), Valc(s2) and Valc(s3) for the sensor network of Figure 3. We
remark that the vertical axis in this figure represents the direction of the network or the
path γ on which the sensors are located. The names A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2 and C3 in
this figure are for later use.
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4
<latexit sha1_base64="1QUe6186PaZBXj40BRhhUhiCY+I=">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</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="gP3agkV7Xwhk27at84KyjETAlok=">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</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="9DkVKTtT9Gq7aAW7BNxoekiwmwc=">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</latexit>

9

<latexit sha1_base64="+Jn5n6JQ+I2aFZABVl1hqesP3bA=">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</latexit>s2

<latexit sha1_base64="atKFsolucxedp4VjL+4fJhTq/6s=">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</latexit>s3

<latexit sha1_base64="x/g1FRUnBPdKAOX1vKNoeDLP/og=">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</latexit>s1

<latexit sha1_base64="1SGJHQwFwnuflE0WBYBiizeuAus=">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</latexit>

A1

<latexit sha1_base64="622vkKW+yH7etbK5JJZRvRqEZcU=">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</latexit>

A2

<latexit sha1_base64="f5le6tpwlitddrMIVHixm01qswg=">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</latexit>

A3

<latexit sha1_base64="WzN+D9Wn7KHym7KCeWXVhl4dWlM=">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</latexit>

B1
<latexit sha1_base64="obyJWblICvHB4N0QRTMYi1bykaM=">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</latexit>

B2

<latexit sha1_base64="8Jfz3lIvsjYWjmPsp4P/rg9j3jI=">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</latexit>

B3

<latexit sha1_base64="WHYmVD0Eiq/aof4VjaOFjhwCoQE=">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</latexit>

C1

<latexit sha1_base64="ngosKiP9xNe+0wxIKDxE/XyZUnQ=">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</latexit>

C2

<latexit sha1_base64="pmIgVJYa41ECpUa+GlyXMutMBdE=">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</latexit>

C3

<latexit sha1_base64="nBfZFkO7y/xTx/AuFup2Mht8qNg=">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</latexit>�

Figure 5. The sets Valc(s1) (in blue), Valc(s2) (in green) and Valc(s3) (in red) for the sensor network
of Figure 3, with s1 = 1, s2 = 4 and s3 = 8.

We next consider various types of temporal intervals that belong to Valc(s), defined next.

Definition 6. Let s be a sensor node in a sensor network SN with time series ts(s) and let c be a
condition. We call a temporal interval I

• A c-interval for s, when I ⊆ Valc(s); and
• A maximal c-interval for s when I is a c-interval that is maximal (in the sense that, for any

c-interval I′, we have that I ⊆ I′ implies I = I′).

For the sensor network of Figure 3, the interval [1, 2) is a c-interval for s1 and the
interval A2 = B2 = [4, 6) is a maximal c-interval for both s1 and s2 (where the predicate c
expresses high water temperature).

4.3. Temporal Paths in Sensor Networks

Given a sensor network SN and a condition c on sensor values, we can define the
notion of a temporal path in the sensor network based on a relation between the temporal
intervals associated with consecutive sensors. To denote an arbitrary binary relation be-
tween temporal intervals, we use the Greek characters α, β, β1, β2, . . . (but not α1, α2, . . . , α13,
which have a reserved meaning, as explained further on).

Our first definition concerns temporal paths based on maximal c-intervals for sensors.

Definition 7. Let SN be a sensor network and let c be a condition on sensor values. Let α be a
binary relation on temporal intervals.

A temporal α-path in SN subject to condition c is a structure

(γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), ..., (sk, Ik))),
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where

• γ is a path in SN;
• fss(γ) = (s1, s2, . . . , sk);
• Ij is a maximal c-interval for s, for j = 1, . . . , k; and
• α(Ij, Ij+1) holds for j = 1, . . . , k − 1.

A more relaxed definition is obtained when we consider temporal paths based on an
arbitrary c-interval for sensors.

Definition 8. Let SN be a sensor network and let c be a condition on sensor values. Let α be a
binary relation on temporal intervals.

A temporal sub-α-path in SN subject to condition c is a structure

(γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))),

where

• γ is a path in SN;
• fss(γ) = (s1, s2, ..., sk);
• Ij is a c-interval for s, for j = 1, . . . , k; and
• α(Ij, Ij+1) holds for j = 1, . . . , k − 1.

Furthermore, we call a sub-α-path maximal whenever when Ij ⊆ I ′j (j = 1, . . . , k),
(γ, ((s1, I′1), (s2, I′2), . . . , (sk, I′k))) is also a sub-α-path, we have Ij = I′j for j = 1, ..., k.

We postpone examples of temporal α-paths, sub-α-paths and maximal sub-α-paths to
Section 5, where we have actual relations at our disposal.

5. Temporal Paths in Sensor Networks Based on Allen’s Interval Algebra

In this section, we give concrete relations on temporal intervals that can be used in
combination with the temporal paths given in Definitions 7 and 8. These relations come
from the famous paper by James F. Allen from 1983 [10], in which he describes the possible
relationships between two intervals on the real line (the time line) R.

We start this section with some preliminaries on Allen’s interval algebra and then
discuss how it applies to temporal paths. We conclude by stating a collection of desirable
properties on qualitative relations of Allen’s interval algebra and how they can be combined.
We use these properties to reduce the number of relationships that can be used in real-
world scenarios.

5.1. Preliminaries on Allen’s Interval Algebra

In 1983, James F. Allen described the possible relationships between two intervals
on the real line (the temporal line) R. For our purposes, we consider closed–open intervals.
Let A and B be such intervals. We denote their start and end points by s(A), s(B), e(A)
and e(B), respectively.So, we have A = [s(A), e(A)) and B = [s(B), e(B)). The 13 possible
arrangements of A and B, as given by Allen, are depicted in Figure 6 and we give them the
names α1, . . . , α13, as shown in the figure. We write αi(A, B), for i = 1, ..., 13, whenever the
intervals A and B are in the relationships as depicted. We call α1, . . . , α13 the base relations of
the Allen interval algebra.

Table 1 gives the traditional names (details can be found in [10]) of these relations and
their translation to α1, . . . , α13.

We remark that our names α1, . . . , α13 are ordered in a particular way: when the
interval B = [s(B), e(B)) is seen as the two-letter word s(B)e(B) over R, these words
appear in increasing lexicographical order (with increasing index i in αi), assuming that the
first time interval A remains fixed.
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Figure 6. The 13 possible relations α1(A, B), . . . , α13(A, B) between two intervals A and B in the
Allen’s interval algebra.

Table 1. The traditional names of the Allen relations α1, . . . , α13.

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13

> mi oi f d si = s di fi o m <

Based on these thirteen base relations α1, . . . , α13, Allen defined an algebra with the
operations inverse (denoted .−1); intersection (denoted ∩); and composition (denoted ◦), which
are defined, for two relations α and β, as follows: for any intervals A and B, we have

• Inverse: α−1(A, B) if and only if α(B, A);
• Intersection: α ∩ β(A, B) if and only if α(A, B) and β(A, B); and
• Composition: α ◦ β(A, B) if and only if there exists an interval C such that β(A, C) and

α(C, B).

We denote the Allen interval algebra by A and we remark that the thirteen base relations
α1, . . . , α13 are exhaustive and pairwise disjoint. This means that, for any two given intervals,
exactly one of the thirteen relations holds. This also means that the complement (or
negation) of one of the αi corresponds to the union (or disjunction) of the twelve remaining
αj (j ̸= i).

We note that the inverse α−1
i relation, in our notation, verifies that

α−1
i = α14−i,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , 13.
The compositions of the base relations are given as unions of other base relations (see,

for example, the table in [22] and the overview [23]). In fact, any element of the Allen
algebra A can be written as a union of its base relations (since compositions and negations
can be written as unions and intersections, they can be expressed using negation and union).
Given that there are the thirteen base relations α1, . . . , α13, 213 = 8192 unions are possible
and this is in fact the cardinality of the Allen algebra A.

To denote a union α1 ∪ α2 ∪ α3 ∪ α4 ∪ α5(A, B), for example, we use an abbreviation
with arrows like α1→5(A, B) or with commas like α1,2,3,4,5(A, B)

5.2. Examples of Temporal Paths Based on the Qualitative Relations of Allen’s Interval Algebra

Using the relations of Allen’s interval algebra, we can now give examples of the
various temporal paths in Definitions 7 and 8, namely α-paths, sub-α-paths and maximal
sub-α-paths.

The following examples are based on the sensor network of Figure 3 and the intervals
given in Figure 5 for Valc(s1), Valc(s2) and Valc(s3). The path γ in these examples is always
γ = (1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12) and the condition c corresponds to high water temperature (as before).
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Example 1. We observe that (γ, ((s1, A1), (s2, B2), (s3, C3))) is an α12 ∪ α13-path, since we have
α13(A1, B2) and α12(B2, C3). Therefore, it is also an α12,13-path.

Example 2. If we set C := B2 = A2, we see that (γ, ((s1, A2), (s2, B2), (s3, C))) is a sub-α7-path
and even a maximal sub-α7-path, but it is not an α7-path.

Example 3. If we set C := B2 = A2, we see that, for any strict subinterval I of C, we have that
(γ, ((s1, I), (s2, I), (s3, I))) is a sub-α7-path that is not maximal. By picking the appropriate intervals
I1, I2 and I3 within C, we can make, for any α ∈ A, a sub-α-path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), (s3, I3))).

The last example shows that as soon as the validity sets Valc(s1), Valc(s2) and Valc(s3)
have a non-empty intersection, any type of sub-α-path can be found. Therefore, sub-α-
paths are not of primary interest and thus, in the sequel, we focus on α-paths and maximal
sub-α-paths.

5.3. Desirable Properties on Qualitative Relations of Allen’s Interval Algebra

In principle, we could use all of the 8192 possible combinations of the base relations
α1, . . . , α13 to define temporal paths, as given by Definitions 7 and 8. However, not all of
these cases are interesting in the context of sensor-equipped transportation networks, as
we will argue further on. In this section, we list some desirable properties on elements of
the Allen algebra A and we discuss how these conditions restrict the number of applicable
and relevant combinations.

The conditions that we discuss are the following:

• Backward, co-temporal and forward relations;
• Closure under sensor deletion; and
• Temporal and spatial robustness.

The following subsections deal with each of these properties and combinations of
them. These properties can be used as guidelines to choose the appropriate combinations
for a particular application.

5.3.1. Backward, Co-Temporal and Forward Relations

The basic Allen relations can be divided into three groups, based on when the second
interval in the relation starts, with respect to the first interval. These groups are depicted in
Figure 7. We denote these groups:

• Backward, containing the relations α1, α2, α3, α4 and α5;
• Co-Temporal, containing the relations α6, α7 and α8;
• Forward, containing the relations α9, α10, α11, α12 and α13.

B
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Figure 7. The classes Backward, Co-Temporal and Forward of basic Allen relations.

When si is a sensor with interval Ii and si+1 is the consecutive sensor with interval Ii+1,
then α1→5(Ii, Ii+1) means that the phenomenon that we are focusing on in the measure-
ments (via the condition c) moves backward in the transportation network, that is, against
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the natural direction of movement in the network (as expressed by the Flow edge relation).
Examples are pollution caused by a boat that travels upstream in a river network and a
traffic jam on a road network. Indeed, when a traffic jam is caused by, for example, a road
accident, then it starts before that accident and, as time progresses, it grows against the
direction of the natural movement of objects in the network. We group these basic relations
in the set Backward.

In the cases of α6→8(Ii, Ii+1), both intervals start co-temporally, independent of the
flow of the network and without any delay that is typical for movement through the
network. Examples include causes that are external to the network, like rainfall, which
starts at the same time at several locations in the network. We group these basic relations
in the set Co-Temporal.

When α9→13(Ii, Ii+1), the interval Ii+1 starts after Ii has started, which is typical for
cases where some phenomenon is propagated through the network, following its natural
flow. Examples are external spills of pollutants in a river system and the density of traffic
on a road network. We group these basic relations in the set Forward.

Depending on the application, it might be desirable not to mix basic Allen relations
coming from different groups. However, sometimes it is in the nature of a phenomenon
that it can be both backward and forward. For example, when a boat spills oil and trav-
els upstream, then this oil spill will move both forward and backward when the river
is observed.

5.3.2. Closure under Sensor Deletion

Our second useful condition concerns the closure of classes of temporal paths under
sensor deletion. We have two reasons to impose this requirement.

Firstly, we want the temporal path classes to reflect some physical phenomenon that
occurs in the world and that is monitored by a set of sensors on a transportation network.
When the data of a sensor are discarded or a sensor has stopped functioning, the physical
reality does not change and the temporal path without this sensor should still belong to the
same class of temporal paths.

Another reason to require this is related to big data. When the number of sensors in
a network is high and therefore the number of their individual measurements is huge, it
might be unfeasible to perform analysis on the complete dataset. We might want to look
for temporal paths belonging to a certain class on a sample of the sensors (for example,
10% of the sensors). If a class of temporal paths is closed under sensor deletion, whenever
we know that a temporal path belongs to that class, if we remove a sensor, the path will
still belong to that class. Also, when a path of a certain type is not found on a subset of
sensors, it is useless to look for it on the complete set of sensors (provided that this path
type is closed under sensor deletion).

Obviously, this does not work the other way around: when temporal paths of some
class are found on a sample set of sensors, this may no longer occur when more sensors are
added. This is natural since the sample does not reflect the physical situation in that case.

For the thirteen basic Allen relations and relations that can be formed as disjunctions
of these relations, we now discuss how closure can be detected. Technically, closure under
sensor deletion means the following. Suppose that we have a temporal (sub)-α-path
(γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))), where α is some union of basic Allen relations. When we
remove one of the sensor nodes sj from the path, the question is whether or not (γ, ((s1, I1),
(s2, I2), ..., (sj−1, Ij−1), (sj+1, Ij+1), . . . , (sk, Ik))) is still a (sub)-α-path. Since all the classes
are defined in terms of relationships between validity intervals of successive sensors, it
suffices to look at any three successive sensors and their validity intervals Ij−1, Ij and Ij+1.

The problem then adds up to answering the following question: If (Ij−1, Ij) and
(Ij, Ij+1) satisfy the relation α, does (Ij−1, Ij+1) also belong to the relation α? In other
words: the relation α is closed under sensor deletion if and only if α is a transitive relation (in the
traditional sense).
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We remark that all classes are closed under removing the first or last sensor from
a temporal path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), ..., (sk, Ik))). We only need to look at the deletion of
sensors sj, with 1 < j < k. We also remark that it only makes sense to talk about sensor
deletion when there are at least three sensors.

Table 2 specifies which basic Allen relations are closed under sensor deletion. We can
see, for example, that α12 is not closed because, when we have α12(A, B) and α12(B, C), a
gap between A and C is created. Thus, we are in the α13(A, C) class. In fact, as we will
observe later on, the union α12 ∪ α13 is closed under sensor deletion (as well as α13).

Table 2. Closure under sensor deletion for the individual Allen relations α1, . . . , α13. Green indicates
closed and red not closed.

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13

Now, we discuss some basic properties of the closure under sensor deletion property.
It is easily verified that if relations α and β are closed under sensor deletion, then also their
intersection α ∩ β is closed under sensor deletion. A similar property does not hold for the
union and complement. However, we can give a necessary and sufficient condition for a
union of basic Allen relations to be closed under sensor deletion (or transitive).

First, we define what it means for a set of basic Allen relations to be closed under
composition (of relations).

Definition 9. Let S ⊆ {α1, α2, . . . , α13} be a set of basic Allen relations. We call S closed under
composition when, for any αi, αj ∈ S, their composition αj ◦ αi is a union of elements of S.

The following theorem allows us to easily recognize disjunctions of basic Allen re-
lations that are closed under sensor deletion. The proof of this theorem is presented in
Appendix A.

Theorem 1. Let S ⊆ {α1, α2, . . . , α13} be a set of basic Allen relations. The set S is closed under
composition if and only if the union

⋃
αi∈S αi is closed under sensor deletion (or transitive).

In the context of the above theorem, a useful property concerning the composition of
finite unions (that can be derived directly from the definitions of union and composition) is:(⋃

i
βi

)
◦
(⋃

j
β′

j

)
=

⋃
i

⋃
j

βi ◦ β′
j,

where the βi and β′
j belong to A.

A systematic verification shows that 96 of the 213 = 8192 elements of the Allen interval
algebra are closed under sensor deletion. They are shown in Figure 8. For each row, the
green rectangles indicate the αi’s whose union is closed under sensor deletion. For example,
in row 10, we can see that α1∪2 is closed under sensor deletion.

This figure gives a way to determine (or compute) the transitive closure of an arbitrary
union of basic Allen relations, as given by the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Let αj ◦ αi = αi1 ∪ αi2 ∪ · · · ∪ αik be a finite union of basic Allen relations. The
transitive closure is the smallest extension of this union that appears in the tables of Figure 8.

We remark that the extension mentioned in the above corollary is unique. For example,
the transitive closure of the relation α1 ∪ α3 is α1 ∪ α2 ∪ α3.
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Figure 8. The 96 elements of the Allen interval algebra that are closed under sensor deletion.

5.3.3. Temporal and Spatial Robustness

A third useful condition concerns robustness with respect to the temporal granularity
of the measurements and the spatial location of sensors. We explain these temporal and
spatial properties next, with the following example, illustrated in Figure 9.

First, we address the temporal motivation. Consider the relation α12 and suppose that
we have a (sub)-α12-path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))). In part (a) of Figure 9, we see
the c-intervals I1 and I2 of the first two sensors for measurements that are made every hour.
Clearly, we have α12(I1, I2). Suppose that we double the measurements and take them
every half hour. Then, it is possible that, at sensor s2, the condition c is satisfied half an
hour earlier (at 2h30) whereas, at s1, it remains unchanged. This case is shown in Figure 9b
and we have α11(I1, I2). An alternative possibility is that the condition c is not satisfied
at 2h30 at sensor s2 while it is satisfied at s1 at that time. This case is shown in Figure 9c
and we have α13(I1, I2). These examples show that α12 can change into α11 or α13 when we
increase the measurements in a temporal sense.

We can use this condition when we want to discover temporal paths of some kind
at a lower temporal granularity of measurement. By working with a robust version of a
relation (in this example, α11 ∪ α12 ∪ α13 instead of just α12), the path would be detected at
the coarser granularity level of hourly measurements, when we would decide to perform
an analysis at the level of hours instead of half hours.

There is also a spatial motivation for the same problem. When we have α12(I1, I2)
and this reflects a forward moving phenomenon in the transportation network, then I2 is
“caused” by I1 and it can be seen as a delayed version of I1, taking into account the delay
needed to travel along the network from sensor s1 to sensor s2. Therefore, if sensor s2 were
placed closer to sensor s1, there still might be an overlap between the intervals I1 and I2
and we would have α11(I1, I2). Also, if sensor s2 were placed further down the network
compared to sensor s1, there might no longer be an overlap between the intervals I1 and I2
and we would have α13(I1, I2). To take these issues concerning the exact location of sensors
into account, it would be wise to include α11 ∪ α13(I1, I2) whenever we have α12(I1, I2).
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<latexit sha1_base64="gP3agkV7Xwhk27at84KyjETAlok=">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</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="ukFnJ3XMOjJkm0nNWW70uVOPMu8=">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</latexit>s2

<latexit sha1_base64="x/g1FRUnBPdKAOX1vKNoeDLP/og=">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</latexit>s1

<latexit sha1_base64="2KS0pzKrjzxmiRlr9pe4I2Amxiw=">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</latexit>

I1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2NC77A/CvRohJ2wG7Vi+Y3a4xk=">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</latexit>

I2

<latexit sha1_base64="nBfZFkO7y/xTx/AuFup2Mht8qNg=">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</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="JcyEtWirdPhtMmMM0+87EO5xst8=">AAAB7HicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgYbwVVJpKg7C25cVjBtoQ1lMp20QyeTMDMRSugzuHFhFbe+g6/hzrdx0nahrQcGPs65l7n3BglnSjvOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTRWnklCPxDyW7QArypmgnmaa03YiKY4CTlvB6DbPW49UKhaLBz1OqB/hgWAhI1gby7Nt17Z75YpTdWZCq+AuoHLzOc312uiVv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidlLqpogkmIzygHYMCR1T52WzYCTozTh+FsTRPaDRzf3dkOFJqHAWmMsJ6qJaz3Pwv66Q6vPYzJpJUU0HmH4UpRzpG+eaozyQlmo8NYCKZmRWRIZaYaHOfkjmCu7zyKjQvqu5ltXbvVOo1mKsIJ3AK5+DCFdThDhrgAQEGT/ACU0tYz9ab9T4vLViLnmP4I+vjBwlskfM=</latexit>

1 2
<latexit sha1_base64="hvl7DYqExe/7hhy95pC5h7PF0zw=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="Y65Y5kjUM1TZc1m5T8lDyv75haM=">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</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="1QUe6186PaZBXj40BRhhUhiCY+I=">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</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="gP3agkV7Xwhk27at84KyjETAlok=">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</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="ukFnJ3XMOjJkm0nNWW70uVOPMu8=">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</latexit>s2

<latexit sha1_base64="x/g1FRUnBPdKAOX1vKNoeDLP/og=">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</latexit>s1

<latexit sha1_base64="2KS0pzKrjzxmiRlr9pe4I2Amxiw=">AAACynicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/quunQTagVXZVJKbXeCLhRcVLBWqEWSdKyheTGZCKW48wfc6t6/8A/ci3+gf+GdaQq6KDohyZlzz7kz914n9r1EMvaRM2Zm5+YX8otLyyura+uFjc2LJEqFy1tu5Efi0rET7nshb0lP+vwyFtwOHJ+3ncGhirfvuEi8KDyXw5h3A7sfejeea0ui2qXSybVVKl0XdliZ0arVTAWsOrMINBr1SqVhWjrE2M5B/u118+il2IwK77hCDxFcpAjAEUIS9mEjoacDCwwxcV2MiBOEPB3nuMcSeVNScVLYxA7o26ddJ2ND2quciXa7dIpPryCniV3yRKQThNVppo6nOrNip+Ue6ZzqbkP6O1mugFiJW2L/8k2U//WpWiRuUNc1eFRTrBlVnZtlSXVX1M3NH1VJyhATp3CP4oKwq52TPpvak+jaVW9tHf/USsWqvZtpU3ypW9KAJ1M0p4OLStmqlatnNOkqxiuPbRSxR/PcxwGO0URLV/mIJzwbp4YwhsZoLDVymWcLv5bx8A2QL5PN</latexit>

I1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2NC77A/CvRohJ2wG7Vi+Y3a4xk=">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</latexit>

I2

<latexit sha1_base64="nBfZFkO7y/xTx/AuFup2Mht8qNg=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfre50E7SCq5KKVJcFN+6sYB/YFpmk0xqaF8lEKFW3rty51W/wN/wC8Q/0A9x7Z5qCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t5rBo4dCcN4TWlT0zOzc+n5zMLi0vJKNrdai/w4tHjV8h0/bJgs4o7t8aqwhcMbQciZazq8bvYPZbx+ycPI9r1TMQh422U9z+7aFhNEneXzrR5zXZbPn2e3jIKhlj4JignYKufush/rz08VP/uCFjrwYSGGCw4PgrADhoieJoowEBDXxpC4kJCt4hzXyJA2pixOGYzYPn17tGsmrEd76RkptUWnOPSGpNSxTRqf8kLC8jRdxWPlLNnfvIfKU95tQH8z8XKJFbgg9i/dOPO/OlmLQBcHqgabagoUI6uzEpdYdUXeXP9SlSCHgDiJOxQPCVtKOe6zrjSRql32lqn4m8qUrNxbSW6Md3lLGnDx5zgnQW23UCwV9k5o0iWMVhob2MQOzXMfZRyhgip5e7jHAx61Yy3WrrSbUaqWSjRr+La0209EaJW9</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="JcyEtWirdPhtMmMM0+87EO5xst8=">AAAB7HicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgYbwVVJpKg7C25cVjBtoQ1lMp20QyeTMDMRSugzuHFhFbe+g6/hzrdx0nahrQcGPs65l7n3BglnSjvOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTRWnklCPxDyW7QArypmgnmaa03YiKY4CTlvB6DbPW49UKhaLBz1OqB/hgWAhI1gby7Nt17Z75YpTdWZCq+AuoHLzOc312uiVv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLtZ1hqRjidlLqpogkmIzygHYMCR1T52WzYCTozTh+FsTRPaDRzf3dkOFJqHAWmMsJ6qJaz3Pwv66Q6vPYzJpJUU0HmH4UpRzpG+eaozyQlmo8NYCKZmRWRIZaYaHOfkjmCu7zyKjQvqu5ltXbvVOo1mKsIJ3AK5+DCFdThDhrgAQEGT/ACU0tYz9ab9T4vLViLnmP4I+vjBwlskfM=</latexit>

1 2
<latexit sha1_base64="hvl7DYqExe/7hhy95pC5h7PF0zw=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="Y65Y5kjUM1TZc1m5T8lDyv75haM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 9. The original situation in (a) and two situations after doubling the number of measurements
in (b,c).

The reader may be wondering how the concept of spatial robustness could be used.
Suppose that we are analyzing industrial discharges in a river in a dense industrial zone.
We are studying where we should locate sensors with the goal of reducing the probability
of losing a discharge from any plant. Consider the intervals I1 and I2 above. We place
sensor s1 at a location where a certain pollutant is detected at interval I1, and the next
sensor s2, downstream, where the pollutant is detected at interval I2; then, we have an
α12-path. Further, we assume that both sensors take measurements at the same regular
intervals of time. We also assume that the river flow remains constant. Under this situation,
if s1 and s2 were located at a larger distance from each other, and there is a plant in between
both locations, the discharge of such a plant could remain undetected, since we would be
in an α13 situation. If the network designer suspects that this may happen, they would
think of placing the sensors closer to each other. On the other hand, if we know that the
intermediate plant’s discharge cannot be detected only when the river flow is much slower
than the average value, then we can place the sensors farther from each other, and use
robustness to keep the paths.

The examples above motivate the following robustification algorithm, which is based on
the principle that when we have a relation that involves matching start or end points of
intervals, we also include the αi that corresponds to starting (or ending) a bit before or after
that matching point. The expansion of an Allen algebra relation under this robustification
principle is given in Table 3 in the case where we go to a finer granularity. The rules in this
table need to be applied until a fixed point is reached.
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Table 3. The robustification rules (going to finer granularity).

If Contains Then Add

α2 α1 ∪ α3
α4 α3 ∪ α5
α6 α3 ∪ α9
α7 α6 ∪ α8
α7 α4 ∪ α10
α8 α5 ∪ α11
α10 α9 ∪ α11
α12 α11 ∪ α13

From the example of Figure 9b,c, we could also reason conversely and consider
lowering the frequency of measurement. In that case, we can go from α11 or α13 to α12.
Indeed, by starting from Figure 9b,c and discarding the half-hour measurements, we would
arrive at situation (a). Table 4 shows the robustification rules for this case.

Table 4. The robustification rules (going to coarser granularity).

If Contains Then Add

α1 ∪ α3 α2
α3 ∪ α5 α4
α3 ∪ α9 α6
α6 ∪ α8 α7
α4 ∪ α10 α7
α5 ∪ α11 α8
α9 ∪ α11 α10
α11 ∪ α13 α12

5.4. Combinations of Properties

We now study how the properties above can lead us to reduce the initial 8192 elements
of the Allen interval algebra in order to obtain a manageable number of cases that could
be recognized as real-world situations. For example, we would like to identify how many
elements we have that are simultaneously closed under sensor deletion and robust. We
study this next.

Combining Closure under Sensor Deletion and Robustness

There are eleven elements of the Allen interval algebra A that are both robust and
closed under sensor deletion. They are shown in Table 5. The last combination in the
table represents the union of all basic elements of the Allen interval algebra and it is not
interesting since all paths are of this type. Thus, we discuss the others. In each case, we
assume that we have an α-path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))).

• The class of α13-paths

Clearly, α13-paths are forward paths and, in (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik)), we have
I1 < I2 < · · · < Ik, where < means “strictly after”. We could also rephrase this as
e(Ii) < s(Ii+1) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. These paths reflect a phenomenon that moves with the
flow of the network and only starts at the next sensor when it has already ended at the
previous sensor.

This is the class that characterizes the so-called “consecutive paths” that were intro-
duced in [8].
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Table 5. In the horizontal lines, the eleven elements of the Allen interval algebra A that are both
closed under sensor deletion and robust. The presence of αi is indicated by a green box.

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13

• The class of α1-paths

As we showed in Section 5.1, α1-paths are the backward versions of α13-paths. They
can be used in a similar way for a phenomenon that moves against the natural flow of the
network.

• The class of α9-paths

For an α9-path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))), we have I1 ⊃ I2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ik, where
the inclusions are strict. These are forward paths and reflect a phenomenon that moves
forward through the transportation network and diminishes in strength. We will see in the
use case of Section 7 that this is the case where some parameter in a river (e.g., salinity) gets
dissolved as it moves in along the river. For example, at s1, we detect high salinity values
during an interval I1. Then, at s2, this parameter is also detected, but during a shorter
interval I2 ⊂ I1. This phenomenon continues downstream until the parameter vanishes
completely.

• The class of α5-paths

For an α5-path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))), we have I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ik, where
the inclusions are strict. These paths are the backward version of α9-paths.

• The class of (α1 ∪ α2 ∪ α3)-paths

The relations α1, α2 and α3 are exactly those among the basic Allen relations for which
we have s(Ii+1) < s(Ii) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 in a path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))).

• The class of (α11 ∪ α12 ∪ α13)-paths

The relations α11, α12 and α13 are exactly those among the basic Allen relations for
which we have s(Ii) < s(Ii+1) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 in a path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))).

• The class of (α9 ∪ α10 ∪ α11 ∪ α12 ∪ α13)-paths

This class characterizes the paths that have been introduced in [5] and are called
“flow paths” (more on this in Section 6). Flow paths (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), ..., (sk, Ik))) are
characterized by s(Ii) < s(Ii+1) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. They reflect a phenomenon that
moves forward through the transportation network, is detected at a given sensor and
starts to be detected at the next consecutive one with a delay that usually corresponds to a
network-related delay. This case is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The flow path relation between the validity intervals of consecutive sensors for flow paths.

• The class of (α1 ∪ α2 ∪ α3 ∪ α4 ∪ α5)-paths

This class of paths characterizes the backward version of flow paths. Paths in this
class capture the case where a phenomenon propagates against the natural flow of the
transportation network. Examples include a flock of salmon swimming upstream in a river
system and a traffic jam that propagates backward on a road network. When a traffic jam
is caused, for example, by a road accident, it starts before the accident location and then
propagates backward against the direction of the traffic. This case is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The relation tj(A, B) between the validity intervals of consecutive sensors for backward
flow paths.

• The class of (α5 ∪ α8 ∪ α11 ∪ α12 ∪ α13)-paths

The relations α5, α8, α11, α12 and α13 are exactly those among the basic Allen relations
for which we have e(Ii+1) > e(Ii) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 in a path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . ,
(sk, Ik))).

• The class of (α1 ∪ α2 ∪ α3 ∪ α6 ∪ α9)-paths

The relations α1, α2, α3, α6 and α9 are exactly those among the basic Allen relations for
which we have e(Ii+1) < e(Ii) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 in a path (γ, ((s1, I1), (s2, I2), . . . , (sk, Ik))).

6. Temporal Graphs for Transportation Networks

In Section 1, we briefly explained that, in this paper, we represent sensor networks
as a temporal graph whose nodes contain time-series data using the temporal graph data
model introduced in [8] and later extended in [5] to support time series. This model is
called TNGraph, standing for Temporal Graph for Transportation Networks. We also com-
mented that this approach addresses both the sensor network (possibly changing) topology
and the time-series analysis. In this section, we review the temporal graph model and
explain how temporal paths fit into the former. We briefly describe the model and its
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accompanying query language, T-GQL, that was modified to support the paths discussed
in Sections 4 and 5. Details can be found in the bibliography.

Briefly, in our temporal graph model, nodes, relationships and properties are times-
tamped with a validity interval, that is, the intervals during which such nodes, relationships
and properties exist(ed). Note that since the structure of the sensor network may change
(like when the direction of the flow in a river changes or a road network is extended), we
need a temporal graph model to appropriately represent these changes. Of course, in the
case presented here, node properties are naturally temporal since they contain time-series
data. We remark that the model supports heterogeneous graphs, meaning that relationships
may be of different kinds.

A TNGraph is a structure G(Ns, Na, Nv, E) where G is the name of the graph, E a set
of edges and Ns, Na and Nv are sets of nodes, denoted segment, attribute and value nodes,
respectively. Segment nodes represent segments in the network (e.g., river segments, like
the ones on the right-hand side of Figure 2). Nodes are associated with a tuple (title, interval)
but, in segment nodes, this tuple exists only if the segment contains (or ever contained) a
sensor. In this case, title = Sensor, and interval represents the periods when a sensor worked.
They may also have properties that do not change over time (called static properties). Each
attribute node represents a variable measured by the sensors, its title property is the name
of such variable and interval is its lifespan. A value node is associated with an attribute
node, and its title property contains the (categorical) values registered by the sensors (in
the river example, High, Medium or Low) and interval represents the period(s) when the
measure was valid, that is, a temporally ordered sequence of intervals. The title property of
the edges between segment nodes represents the flow between two segments and interval is
the validity period of the edge. All nodes have a static identifier denoted id.

In addition to the above, nodes and edges in a TNGraph satisfy a collection of temporal
constraints. For example, the nodes with the same value associated with the same property
(attribute) node must be coalesced into one, which is the reason why the interval is actually
a temporal element (that is, a set of intervals as explained above) that includes all periods
where the node has such a value. The same applies to edges: all edges with the same
name (that is, representing the same relationship type) between the same pair of nodes
must be coalesced into a single one (note, however, that in the case of the networks studied
in this paper, there is only one type, namely Flow). Nodes must be connected as follows:
(a) a segment node whose property title is not Sensor can only be connected with another
segment node (no matter the content of title); (b) a segment or sensor node can only be
connected to an attribute node or to another segment or sensor node; (c) attribute nodes can
only be connected to sensor or value nodes; and (d) value nodes can only be connected to
attribute nodes. The cardinalities of these connections are such that attribute nodes must be
connected by only one edge to an object node, and value nodes must only be connected to
one attribute node with one edge. Finally, intervals must satisfy the following consistency
properties, which we omit here for the sake of space.

Figure 12 shows a portion of a river network represented using the TNGraph model
using data between 1 April 2022 and 9 April 2022 (data acquisition is detailed in Section 7).
There, sensor nodes are represented as blue circles, with title = Sensor. There are two
kinds of attribute nodes, temperature and pH. Attached to attribute nodes, we can see the
value nodes, one for each possible attribute value, High and Low in this case (variable
categorization will be explained in Section 7.3). Finally, attached to each value node, we
can see series of time intervals corresponding to the times where the parameters registered
measures in these ranges. In this picture, for clarity, the intervals contain just the day
numbers. For example, the interval [1–19] should be read as [1 April 2022–19 April 2022].
Later, in Section 7, we will see how this model is applied to our case study.
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Figure 12. An example of a sensor network represented as a temporal graph.

Over this model, different notions of temporal paths were defined in [8,9], namely
continuous, pairwise continuous, consecutive and flow paths (backward and forward).
These paths have been proposed based on the fact that they represent real-world situations
in different kinds of networks, not just transportation networks. As an example, ref. [8]
studies the use of continuous and pairwise continuous paths in social networks, and the
use of consecutive paths in scheduling networks. These classes of temporal paths are
generalized and characterized in the present paper in terms of Allen’s interval algebra.
Further, in Section 5, we showed that consecutive and flow paths are transitive and robust
(they are characterized as α9- and α9→13-paths, respectively. However, pairwise continuous
paths are actually α3→11-paths and are neither robust nor transitive, although they capture
situations where every pair of consecutive intervals has non-empty intersection, which
can arise in real-world situations, as [8] showed. Further, continuous paths are maximal
sub-α7-paths and also capture interesting situations in transportation networks in which a
particular event occurs simultaneously along a path of sensors (e.g., a continuous path in a
river is a sequence of segments and a time interval during which all sensors along the path
register values in the same category).

The model described above comes with a high-level query language denoted T-GQL.
The language has a slight SQL flavor, although it is also based on Cypher. T-GQL extends
Cypher with a collection of functions that allow for handling different kinds of temporal
paths. For example, the function alphaPath, which computes the α-paths in a transportation
network (see the example below), is included in this library, and immediately available to be
used in a Cypher query. T-GQL queries are translated into Cypher, hiding all the underlying
structures that allow for handling a temporal graph. Details of this implementation can be
found in [8].

As an example, consider the query “Alpha Paths where temperature was High, be-
tween ‘2022-04-04’ and ‘2022-04-20’, starting from the sensor located at Segment 120 (Station
name st1 in Figure 12). The number of sensors in the returned path must be between 3 and
5”. The T-GQL expression for this query can be found in Listing 1:
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Listing 1. T-GQL query example.

SELECT paths
MATCH ( s1 : Sensor ) , ( s2 : Sensor ) ,
paths = alphaPath ( ( s1 ) − [ : Flow *3 . . 5 ] − > ( s2 ) ,

‘2022 −04 −04 ’ , ‘2022 −04 −20 ’ ,
‘ Temperature ’ , ’ = ’ , ‘ High ’ )

WHERE s1 . id = 1 2 0 ;

As mentioned, the T-GQL syntax is built as a combination of SQL and Cypher. In
what follows, we assume that GIS readers are familiar with SQL. For the Cypher part,
intuitively, the MATCH statement defines a pattern that the engine looks for in the graph.
Thus, a Cypher query is also a graph, and the answer to the query is composed of all
the subgraphs that Cypher finds in the graph database that match the pattern. In the
query above, we define two variables s1 and s2 representing the initial and final sensors
in a path. To evaluate the query, the language instantiates these variables to look for the
patterns. The ‘=’ expression in the query tells that paths is a path variable. The expression
(s1)− [: Flow ∗ 3..5]− > (s2) represents the pattern to be matched. It indicates all the paths
between two nodes with a length between three and five sensors along the relationship
Flow. Also, in the query above, the function alphaPath computes all the temporal paths
indicated by the pattern, within the time closed–open window [‘2022-03-10’, ‘2022-03-10’),
such that the value for the Temperature is High starting at node 3 (s1.id = 3). The function
parameters ‘Temperature’ and High indicate, respectively, the variable and the value for
the variable to use in the definition of the alpha paths. The parameter ‘=’ in the function
alphaPath indicates that we require the equality as the condition of the path. This query
will return three lists: the sensor nodes in the found path, the intervals intersecting the
query time window and the alpha relations between every pair of consecutive intervals.
The answer in this case is an α11-path that contains stations st1, st2 and st3, with intervals
[4–8][7–12][10–19].

7. A Real-World Use Case

In this section, we show, by means of a proof of concept implementation, how the
theoretical machinery explained in previous sections can be used on a real-world situation.
We first introduce the use case. Then, the data of this case are mapped into our temporal
graph model, TNGraph. We show that temporal graphs and, in particular, temporal paths,
allow for finding hidden patterns in the data. These patterns are characterized by the
α-paths studied above. We use T-GQL as a high-level query language to discover the
α-paths and the closure under sensor deletion and robustness properties of Section 5.3 to
facilitate the work of the analysts.

We remark, again, that this section is aimed at showing how touse our approach in a
real-world setting and that we do not address performance or optimization issues.

7.1. Problem and Data Description.

The river Scheldt (Figure 13) in northern Belgium crosses the city of Antwerp. It goes
on to flow through the Netherlands, ending in the North Sea. The river is influenced by
the tidal streams occurring at the North Sea. This tidal impact causes the water in the
river to rise and fall twice a day following the tidal rhythm. Therefore, during high tides,
close to the shore, the water flows in the opposite direction with respect to the natural
downstream flow of the Scheldt river. As a consequence, salty sea water merges with the
river’s fresh water, influencing its salinity. This interplay between the two kinds of waters
has a big impact on the water quality, the flora and the fauna of the region. For this reason,
the environmental control agency monitors the river in real time using in situ sensors.
Although many different parameters are measured, we will focus on the conductivity of
the water that can be used to detect the presence of salt in the water since an increase in the
content of salt is related to an increase in the electrical conductivity of the water.
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Figure 13. Overview of the river, Scheldt, containing the sensors, indicated in green circles. The
figure was obtained from waterinfo.be (accessed on 1 March 2021).

Jane is a hydrologist who is investigating the problem described above. She is willing
to understand how far the salty waters coming from the sea due to high tides go into
the river flow before dissolving into fresh water. She also wants to know for how long
this phenomenon affects different areas along the river. Further, she of course knows that
many parameters of interest are registered by sensors located in stations along the course
of the river. However, she needs a tool that not only accounts for spatial and network data
but also for time. Further, she is not a computer expert but she knows SQL quite well.
After she describes the problem, we suggest her to use our approach since we note that
she is basically looking for temporal paths along the network of sensors along the river.
In particular, these paths that she is looking for are such that the salty water starts to be
detected when it arrives at the station closest to the sea. As we move farther from the
sea, salinity arrives at the next station, where it is first detected, and this repeats until it
cannot be detected any longer, since it dissolves at a certain point. However, it may still be
detected at the first sensor at the same time when it vanishes completely at some point in
the river. It follows from this description that every interval is smaller than the previous
one (i.e., at the previous sensor). We explained to her that, in our model, this pattern can
be characterized as an α9-path. We also explained to her that, if an α9-path is not found,
finding a Forward path, that is, one in which every interval starts after the previous one, will
at least show the spread of salinity and will let her know how far it goes.

Since the river level increases and decreases twice a day (following the tides), we
would like to capture these situations to relate them to, for example, the level of salinity
in the water. Therefore, we proposed to use the data provided by sensors and the river
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network in order to model the network as a temporal property graph whose nodes contain
properties (attributes) that are time series provided by each sensor. Jane can then use the
model’s high-level query language, denoted TGQL, to find those paths (and probably some
more ones).

The dataset used in this study comprises temporal sensor data collected from moni-
toring stations along the Scheldt river within the Flanders river system described above.
The dataset is sourced from Waterinfo (https://waterinfo.be, accessed on 1 October 2022),
a repository managed by the Flemish environmental agency (VMM), where sensor data
of “Flanders Hydraulics” (Waterbouwkundig Laboratorium, HIC) are available. The
dataset encompasses measurements of electrical conductivity (EC) and water temperature,
recorded from 1 April 2022 to 9 April 2022 at the stations shown in Figure 13, with a
ten-minute resolution. Other parameters are also measured at the stations, although we do
not consider them. Each data entry includes information regarding station identification,
the timestamp and the value of the parameter. For the electrical conductivity (EC) attribute
(representing the salinity levels), values are given in microsiemens per centimeter (µS/cm).
For temperature, values are provided in Celsius degrees.

In more detail, we consider the nine stations shown in Figure 13, namely: zes01a-SF-
1066, zes07g-SF-B-1066, zes07g-SF-O-1066, zes09x-SF-1066, zes19a-SF-B-1066, zes24a-SF-1066,
zes28a-SF-1066, zes39c-SF-1066 and rup02e-SF-1066. We note that the “B” and “O” versions
of station zes07g-SF-..-1066 represent two sensors on the same location in the river, such
that the “O” sensor is placed deeper in the water than the “B” sensor.

The time-series records described above exhibit temporal dependencies and variability
in salinity levels along the river course. Therefore, preprocessing tasks, which involve
handling missing values and outlier detection methods, are needed to identify and mitigate
potential measurement errors, ensuring the integrity of the dataset for subsequent analysis.
We next comment on these issues and give further details in Section 7.2.

Sensor measurements are validated by an automated process, based on which a
quality code is attached to each data point. In our dataset (and, in general), for almost all
measurements, the quality code indicates that all values are considered as good data, except
for a few cases, flagged as low quality. The number of these cases is irrelevant compared
to the total number of measurements. Further, sensor data are provided by the agencies
as they were measured by the sensor network, normally every five or ten minutes. If a
measurement is missing, it is not added to the dataset. We remark that, since we do not use
the data values as they are, but we categorize them (see Section 7.3), missing values are not
very relevant and our algorithm would just take the reading immediately before or after
the missing one.

Finally, we remark that EC data in the dataset must be normalized to account for the
change in water temperature. To carry out this task, we retrieved (as mentioned above)
the water temperature value corresponding to the same period and, at the same time,
the stations used for the electrical conductivity. All EC values were normalized to values
corresponding to water at 25 degrees Celsius. This normalized electrical conductivity is
called EC25.

7.2. Data Exploration

Once the dataset was downloaded, we carried out data exploration tasks in order
to get acquainted with the data. This exploration was performed in two parts: we first
analyzed the data globally and then we computed the statistical parameters locally for each
station.

We started computing the values of the classic statistical functions for the whole
dataset. The results are shown in Table 6. The total number of readings is 23,040, with
a minimum value of 0 µS/cm and a maximum value of 20,927 µS/cm. The mean is
7546.45 µS/cm and the median (quartile 0.5) 6687.50 µS/cm. Other interesting values for
future use are the quartiles 0.25 and 0.75, which are 1241.99 µS/cm and 13,398.63 µS/cm,
respectively.

https://waterinfo.be
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Table 6. EC25 variable: basic statistics. All values in µS/cm, except for the count.

Count Mean Std Min 25% 50% 75% Max

23,040.00 7546.45 6094.66 0.00 1241.99 6687.50 13,398.63 20,927.82

A boxplot for the EC25 parameter is shown in Figure 14a and the data distribution
over time is depicted in Figure 14b. In the latter figure, we can note a daily pattern: two
peaks are produced each day, and the height of these peaks increases from days 1 through
7, and decreases from day 8 onward.

(a) EC25 data boxplot (b) EC25 data distribution over time
Figure 14. EC25 data distribution.

We also computed the statistics locally at each station, and the results are shown in
Table 7. In this table, stations are ordered from bottom to top according to their closeness to
the sea, the bottom ones being closer to the sea than the top ones. As expected, we can see
that the values for the station closer to the sea (the bottom ones) are higher than the other
ones. Also, note that the medians of the four stations starting from the bottom are higher
than the global median shown in Table 6. This is consistent with the tidal influence over
the salinity as we move away from the sea. Figure 15 shows the boxplots for each station,
where the medians are plotted in orange. In the figure, we can also see the global 25% and
75% quartiles in red dashed and dotted lines, respectively. We can also note that the local
outliers (depicted by the circles outside the boxes) have not been removed because they are
not global outliers. Note that we do not see outliers when we look at the global boxplot
in Figure 14a. The notions of global and local outliers in data exploration are explained
in [24].

Table 7. EC25 variable: data description per station (values in µS/cm).

Station Count Mean Std Min 25% 50% 75% Max

rup02e-SF 2877 1032.87 193.57 736.78 900.89 983.70 1144.00 1584.71
zes39c-SF 2881 900.58 66.19 0.00 860.52 874.10 920.28 1200.97
zes28a-SF 1441 1763.52 763.86 935.04 1226.06 1499.86 2017.72 5065.56
zes24a-SF 2881 2395.72 1195.10 72.48 1566.20 1940.65 2828.31 7131.11
zes19a-SF 2881 6603.10 3244.00 1770.38 3316.37 6684.05 9581.82 15129.36
zes09x-SF 2881 12761.96 1644.52 8797.00 11555.18 12864.50 14044.24 16198.29
zes07g-SF-O 2881 14068.21 1806.03 8117.48 12640.51 13920.28 15569.23 17895.11
zes07g-SF-B 2881 13795.87 1645.01 10387.20 12388.06 13613.61 15147.64 17590.14
zes01a-SF 1436 15872.93 2035.35 2.81 14469.30 15733.44 17181.65 20927.82
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Figure 15. EC25 data distribution for each station (outliers have not been removed).

7.3. Categorization of the Parameters

We explained in previous sections that our approach to temporal graphs and temporal
paths is based on categorical values for the variables. The process of transforming a
continuous variable into a categorical or discrete one is called discretization, and it is very
usual in the field of data analytics [24]. Therefore, in our problem, we must transform the
values registered by the sensors into categorical values that, in turn, will be associated with
the validity intervals. To create these categories, the user must define the category based on
the application requirements. To explain how this process is carried out, consider that the
table below is produced by sensor si that measures a variable X.

Time 10:00 10:15 10:30 10:45 11:00 11:15 11:30 11:45 12:00 12:15
Value 6 8 12 15 20 11 8 4 5 6

In this example, the user wants to define three categories, High, Medium and Low.
Thus, they define two thresholds, 8 and 14, which implies that every measurement above
or equal to 14 will fall into the High category, below 8 will belong to the Low category and
otherwise will be classified as Medium. This procedure will result in the following (category,
intervals) pairs:

• (Low, [[10:00–10:15),[11:45–12:30)]);
• (Medium, [[10:15–10:45),[11:15–11:45)]);
• (High, [[10:45–11:15)]).

In the previous example, the time granularity was set to 15 min (i.e., the value is
reported every 15 min). If the granularity were set to 60 min, the resulting intervals
would be:

• (Low, [[10:00–11:00),[12:00–13:00)]);
• (High, [[11:00–12:00)]).

We can see that, in this case, no value would fall into the validity intervals for the
Medium category.
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There are different ways to obtain the categories based on how the thresholds are
chosen and how the interval limits are defined. An elaborated discussion on this problem
can be found in the study by Bollen et al. [5]. Further, the user may choose a unique
threshold for all the sensors or an individual one for each of them. Following the usual
terminology [24], we denote these thresholds as global and local, respectively.

To build an appropriate temporal graph representing the sensor network, a key issue
is how to choose the right thresholds to be used to compute the temporal paths. This choice
impacts not only the storage space but also the computation time of the paths and the
usefulness in the results that are obtained. Thus, the user’s involvement in this definition is
crucial. We next discuss different thresholds choices based on the results obtained from the
analysis of the data. We will perform two different categorizations: based on global and
local thresholds.

7.3.1. Categorization with Global Thresholds

To define the global thresholds, we will use the quartiles 0.25 and 0.75 (1241.99 and
13, 398.63, respectively) shown in Table 6 and depicted in the red dashed and dotted lines of
Figure 15. Using those quartiles as thresholds, we will categorize the data as Low, Medium or
High. This decision is based on the following analysis, which uses the mentioned quartiles.

For each station, we plot the variable EC25 over time, and we show the results in
Figure 16. Again, the stations are ordered from bottom to top according to their closeness
to the sea. Stations zes07g-SF-B-1066 and zes07g-SF-O-1066 are physically located at exactly
the same location (same latitude and longitude), but the latter is located deeper in the water
than the former. This means that changes in salinity values are first detected at zes07g-SF-
O-1066, and thus we plot it at the bottom in the figure. As usual in visual analysis, the
EC25 variable values have been normalized between 0 and 1. We also indicate the global
quartiles 0.25 and 0.75 in dashed and dotted lines, respectively. When all of the values at a
station are below the global quartile 0.25, we do not draw the dashed line. This can be seen,
for example, in station zes39-SF-1066 (the second from the top), where no quartile line is
drawn.

It is clear that the four stations at the top were never associated with High category
values, but only with Medium and Low ones. This is reasonable, since they are farther from
the sea than the other ones.

Station zes19a-SF-B-1066 (fifth from the top) only presents a short High category period
on 9 April. It is also important to notice, regarding the definition of the graph intervals
that we will explain later, that, for station zes09x-SF-1066 (sixth from top), the quartile 0.75
threshold, which determines the categories High and Medium, would be problematic during
10 April. We can see that, during this day, measurements oscillate most of the time around
the 0.75 quartile, and the value of the peaks are very similar to each other. Using this value
as the threshold would produce many small intervals for the High category. Regardless, for
the rest of the days, the values present a clear peak. Thus, depending on the study case, the
experts can determine whether or not this threshold can be useful. Since, in our use case,
we are aimed at finding paths of High value, we will focus on the data for the first eight
days of April.
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Figure 16. EC25 data distribution for each station over time.

7.3.2. Categorization with Local Thresholds

We now study what would happen if, instead of using the same thresholds to catego-
rize the whole dataset, we define a threshold for each station. The quartiles 0.25 and 0.75
for each station shown in Table 7 were used. The decision of using local thresholds would
be appropriate in scenarios where the range of values varies significantly between stations
due to the influence of the salty water, which quickly decreases in the upstream direction.
Also, it may happen that, due to the particularities of the setting, a high conductivity at one
location may not be necessarily high at another one. For our case, we chose the upper and
lower limits of the rectangles depicted in Figure 15 as thresholds. We remark that all the
values that were measured by the sensors were considered since no global outliers were
detected (as can be seen in Figure 14a); therefore, all values are valid. This means that, if a
value appears as a local outlier (considering the boxplot for a station), it is not discarded
and instead categorized according to the local quartiles.

7.4. Building the Sensor Temporal Graph

We are now almost ready to build the sensor network graph. However, we still need
to define the intervals (Definition 6) that will determine the periods when the conductivity
measured in the water was associated to a certain category, namely High, Medium or Low.
For this, we must define the granularity that we will consider to define the limits of the
intervals. In the dataset, readings are provided every 10 min, and thus this will be the
granularity of the graph intervals, although a larger granularity could be chosen; again,
this must be defined with the expert user.
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We know that Jane is interested in determining the extent of the salinity spread
upstream the river flow. To achieve this goal, using global thresholds to create the graph
intervals would be a better choice since it allows one to detect the salinity influence and
its dissolution along the way. Further, using a granularity of 60 min will produce fewer
intervals and result in a simpler graph. Thus, for our study, we will initially use a temporal
sensor graph with global thresholds and a 60 min granularity. We denote this graph as G60.
We will also define graphs with other granularities, and also local thresholds, to compare
against this choice. More concretely, we carried out experiments with four different graphs,
which are labeled as follows:

• G10: Global thresholds, granularity 10 min.
• G60: Global thresholds, granularity 60 min.
• L10: Local thresholds, Granularity 10 min.
• L60: Local thresholds, granularity 60 min.

We are ready now to build the temporal sensor graphs defined above. The structure of
these graphs is very similar: there is a “base” graph that contains one node for every river
segment, obtained from the Flemish Hydrological Atlas (https://www.vlaanderen.be/
datavindplaats/catalogus/vlaamse-hydrografische-atlas-waterlopen-6-juni-2023, accessed
on 6 June 2023). The segments that contain sensors are labeled as sensor nodes. In the
segment nodes, a property identifies the river segment (this is called vhas in the source
dataset). This identifier is used to associate the stations with their location in the river.
When more than one station is associated with the same segment, they will have the same
vhas value. However, the temporal graph model that we use (denoted TNGraph) requires
every node (segment or sensor) to contain a property that uniquely identifies the node, and
it is denoted as id. We explain the construction of the graph next.

We explained in Section 6 that, in the TNGraph model, there is an attribute node
for each temporal property. Thus, in this use case, for every station that measures the ec
variable (representing the EC25 parameter), we create an attribute node and connect it to its
corresponding sensor node. Further, for every category associated with that station (in this
case 0,1,2 stand for low, medium and high, respectively), there is a value node connected to
the attribute node. The difference between the four graphs (G10, G60, L10, L60) lies in the
intervals of their value nodes, i.e., the intervals where the condition over Valc(si) is valid,
where c corresponds to ec. Each value node labeled 0, 1 and 2 will thus contain a sequence
of time intervals indicating when the parameter falls in the category.

Figure 17 shows a portion of the resulting G60 graph for some of the stations in
Figure 13. The graphs are physically created using the Neo4j graph database. Blue nodes
are sensor nodes. Yellow nodes are attribute nodes and red nodes are value nodes. The
number printed on the value nodes corresponds to their category. We do not show the
intervals in Figure 17 because the lists are usually very long. A flattened representation of
the intervals for the G60 graph can be seen in Figure 18a. Here, we can see the intervals
for categories High, Medium and Low that are mapped to values 2, 1 and 0, respectively
(as mentioned, the intervals are contained in the graph’s value nodes). Colors express
categories: red for High, yellow for Medium and green for Low. We can see that, the farther
the stations from the sea, the fewer red intervals that appear, which is consistent with
the decrease in salt concentration as we move into the land. We also notice that the daily
pattern observed in Figure 16 is repeated after the categorization. Figure 18b shows the
intervals for G10 and we observe that, due to the finer granularity, there are more intervals
for each station than in G60.

Finally, the resulting base graph contains 74 segment nodes, 18 attribute nodes,
26 value nodes and 122 edges, where 78 are labeled as f lowsTo. The size of the Neo4j
database is approximately 300 KB.

https://www.vlaanderen.be/datavindplaats/catalogus/vlaamse-hydrografische-atlas-waterlopen-6-juni-2023
https://www.vlaanderen.be/datavindplaats/catalogus/vlaamse-hydrografische-atlas-waterlopen-6-juni-2023
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Figure 17. Neo4j G60 Graph.

(a) G60 (b) G10
Figure 18. EC25 data categorized as 0, 1 and 2 using q25 and q75.

7.5. Experiments

Now that we have the sensor network implemented as graphs (built with a variety
of parameters), Jane can query them and look for the paths that provide the information
she needs, for instance, to know how far salinity goes before being dissolved in fresh
water. We start with G60 and look for an α9-path, which would show the dissolution
effect along the stations; if we do not find such a path, we look for a Forward path, which
would show how salinity spreads along the river. However, since some stations such as
zes07g-SF-O-1066 and zes07g-SF-B-1066 are placed in the same location, we should look for
a Co-Temporal Forward path (Section 5.3.1), that is, an α6−13-path. Since we know that water
rises and falls twice a day, to capture one of these situations, we must select a time window
of about twelve hours and try to find an α9-path there. Further, if the path is found in G60
during that period, we will verify that the path is also present in a finer granularity graph,
namely G10, making use of the properties defined in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. Finally, we
will check if it is possible to find the path in L60, a graph with the same granularity but
where the intervals were created particularly for each station.

7.5.1. Finding Paths in G60

We know that Jane, our hydrologist, is looking for an α9-path in one of the rise and
fall events produced by the tidal movement. We chose a time window that goes between
1 April 22 at 22:00 and 2 April 2022 at 11:00. At this point, we remark that we could
have chosen any other twelve-hour time window on any other day in the dataset, but we
postpone this discussion to Section 7.6. Then, we computed the α-paths for ec = 2 in the
globally classified 60-minute granularity graph G60.

The procedure of finding a path requires a simple algorithm that takes advantage of
the fact that α9-paths are closed under sensor deletion (row 7 of Figure 8). This algorithm
works as follows: we first pick two stations. If the relation between the intervals is not α9,
we know that an α9-path will not be found. Otherwise, we keep on adding stations and
repeating this procedure until we find a relation different from α9 or until there are no more
stations with ec = 2. In our example, we start querying the G60 graph, just considering, for
example, stations zes07g-SF-O-1066 and zes09x-SF-1066. We have told Jane that she could
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use a simple query expressed in an SQL-like query language (T-GQL) to help her in the
task of computing the paths. T-GQL Listing 2 is used to find the α9-paths if they exist:

Listing 2. T-GQL query to obtain α-paths of length 2.

SELECT paths
MATCH ( s1 : Sensor ) , ( s2 : Sensor ) ,
paths = alphaPath ( ( s1 ) < −[ : flowsTo *2] − ( s2 ) ,

‘2022 −04 −01 0 2 : 0 0 ’ , ‘2022 −04 −02 1 1 : 0 0 ’ ,
‘ ec ’ , ’ = ’ , ‘ 2 ’ )

WHERE s1 .Name = ’ zes07g −SF−O−1066 ’ ;

In this case, we obtain the following α9-path, expressed in the format of the output of
the query:

{
" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }

] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −02 02 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha9 " ]
}

This α9-path is illustrated in Figure 19. We must now keep on adding stations. We add
station zes07g-SF-B-1066 and query the graph again, obtaining the path:

{
" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }

] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −02 02 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 02 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha7 " , " alpha9 " ]
}
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We can see that, when we include the three stations, we obtain an α7,9-path, so we
can stop looking for an α9-path here. We can also see that the physical locations of the
stations that produced the α7 relation are the same (see Figure 13); therefore, it was very
likely that the High value of salinity was measured during the same interval. The result of
this iteration is illustrated in Figure 20.

Although, in the second iteration, we did not find an α9-path, we must continue
querying the graph with the rest of the stations to find all possible paths, in particular, a
Forward path (which is of interest for the analyst). The following path is obtained:

{
" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes01a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }

] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −01 23 :00 − 2022−04−02 1 0 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 02 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 02 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha9 " , " alpha7 " , " alpha9 " ]
}

Figure 19. Intervals for EC = 2 on 2 April 2022 on G60: two stations included.
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Figure 20. Intervals for EC = 2 on 2 April 2022 on G60: three stations included.

The search stops here because there is no other station such that ec = 2. We conclude
that the path is an α7,9-path containing stations zes01a-SF-1066, zes07g-SF-O-1066, zes07g-
SF-B-1066 and zes09x-SF-1066, which is clearly seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Intervals for EC = 2 on 2 April 2022 on G60: four stations included.

We remark that we did not find an α9-path due to the existence of α7, a Co-Temporal re-
lation (Section 5.3.1), between stations zes07g-SF-O-1066 and zes07g-SF-B-1066. Although
this is actually a Co-Temporal Forward path, we can still say that salinity is reaching station
zes09x-SF-1066 and is being dissolved along the way. This information is relevant for our
hydrologist.

7.5.2. Finding Paths in G10

In the previous section, we have found an α7,9-path in G60. We now want to study
the paths that would have been obtained with a graph of finer granularity. In this case, we
define ten-minute intervals (i.e., a G10 graph).

We query the graph as in Section 7.5.1. However, since we have already computed the
paths using a coarser granularity graph, we may compute the relations that could exist in
the same time window by applying the temporal robustification from coarser to finer granularity
algorithm (Section 5.3.3) to the set α7,9, i.e., the one obtained with G60. We explain this
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procedure next. We start by looking for α7 in the left column of Table 3 to obtain its robust
version. We can see that there are two rows for α7; thus, we add the relationships on the
right column, α4,6,8,10, to the set α7,9, obtaining α4,6,7,8,9,10. We now consider α9, but we can
see that this relation is not in the left column of the table, so nothing is added. Now, we
start a new iteration with the set obtained in the previous one. We continue adding the
robustified version of these α’s until converging to the fixed point: robustifying α4 yields
α3 and α5 and, for α6, we obtain α3 and α9. We continue in this way, and the result of the
temporal robustification of α7,9 is the relation α3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, which turns out to be a pairwise
continuous path.

Our goal for this experiment was to find an α9-path that is included in the result set
but, in theory, any of the α’s in the union α3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 can exist in G10. To check the
actual path, we run the same query as in Section 7.5.1 on G10 to find the α-paths between 1
April 2022 at 22:00 and 2 April 2022 at 11:00. We obtain:

{
" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes01a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }

] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −01 23 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 9 : 2 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 01 :30 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 3 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 01 :40 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 2 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 6 : 3 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha9 " , " alpha9 " , " alpha9 " ]
}

Figure 22 shows the intervals for G10 for this result. Now, we can see that an α9-path
is returned, which is a Forward path and allows us to see the salinity dissolution like in G60.
We can therefore conclude that the use of any of these graphs will produce the desired
result. We can also clearly see the closure under deletion property holding here: once we
discover an α9-path, deleting any of the sensors in Figure 22, we would still obtain an
α9-path.
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Figure 22. Intervals for G10 (10 min granularity) on 2 April 2022.

7.5.3. Finding Paths in L60

In the previous experiments, we have found useful paths in graphs where the intervals
were defined using global thresholds. Now, we want to find out the kind of paths that appear
when we query graphs in which the intervals are created locally for each station. We thus
compute the α-paths of ec = 2 between 1 April 2022 at 22:00 and 2 April 2022 at 11:00 for
L60. Since the intervals of this graph were created with thresholds relative to the values
of each station, we suspect that we will not find an α9-path in this case. Nevertheless, as
explained before, a Forward path might be useful for Jane. We ran the same query as in
Section 7.5.1 over the TNGraph L60 and we obtained the following paths:

{
" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes01a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes19a −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes24a −SF −106" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
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"name " : " zes28a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes39c −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }

] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 4 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 6 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 5 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 6 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha8 " , " alpha6 " , " alpha8 " , " alpha11 " , " alpha7 " , " alpha7
" , " alpha7 " ]

}
{

" path " : [ {
"name " : " zes01a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zez07g −SF−O−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes07g −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes09x −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes19a −SF−B−1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes24a −SF −106" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " zes28a −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " } ,

{
"name " : " rup02e −SF −1066" ,
" value " : " 2 " ,
" a t t r i b u t e " : " ec " }
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] ,
" i n t e r v a l s " : [

"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 4 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 6 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 5 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 03 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 6 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 7 : 0 0 " ,
"2022 −04 −02 04 :00 − 2022−04−02 0 8 : 0 0 "
] ,

" alphas " : [ " alpha8 " , " alpha6 " , " alpha8 " , " alpha11 " , " alpha7 " , "
alpha7 " , " alpha8 " ]

}

We can see that the T-GQL query returned two paths because stations zes39c-SF-1066
and rup02e-SF-1066 are located at different branches of the river. Both paths are α6,7,8,11-
paths. These are Forward and Co-Temporal relations, and the intervals’ lengths are between
one and four hours. This is shown in Figure 23. These results express the conductivity
levels relative to each particular station. However, these paths do not capture the salinity
dissolution that the previous results, obtained using global thresholds, did.

Figure 23. Intervals for EC = 2 on 2 April 2022 in L60.

7.5.4. Finding Paths in L10

The change in time granularity has already been illustrated in the context of the global
threshold setting, and we skip details for the local threshold setting to avoid repetition
of concepts.

7.6. Discussion of the Results

The experiments above aimed at showing that, leveraging time-series data from
sensors, Jane may determine the extent in space and time of the salinity resulting from high
tides in the Scheldt river. This is achieved through the analysis of specific paths discussed
in detail within this paper.

When using global measures and one-hour granularity, i.e., a G60 graph (Section 7.5.1),
a high salinity level could be first detected at the station closest to the sea (zez01a-SF-1066),
where it remained for approximately eleven hours before being dissolved in fresh water.
Four hours later than when it was first detected, this high salinity level could be measured
at the fourth station (zez09x-SF-1066) for four hours. From that time on, this high content
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of salt was no longer detected upstream in the river. The setting above did not allow us
to find an α9-path but an α7,9-path instead, which we consider a proper outcome because
the α7 relation was produced between the second and third stations (zez07g-SF-O-1066 and
zez07g-SF-B-1066), which happen to be located at the same physical place; therefore, the
start and duration of salinity is expected to be very similar.

We then performed the same experiment with a ten-minute granularity and global
thresholds, i.e., we built a G10 graph. The results confirm our hypothesis: in the period
under study, any of the graphs created with global thresholds would allow us to find the
desired path due to the robustness property. Thus, once the analyst knows this, they would
not need to process measurements every 10 min, since one-hour intervals should suffice,
reducing the data size by a factor of six.

On the other hand, local thresholds proved to be useful, although not to the extent of
the ones obtained with global thresholds. Experiments did not show the relation between
the height of the tide and the salinity level, nor the salinity dissolution. This can be
explained by comparing Figures 21 and 23. We can see that the duration of a (local) High
value (that is, in L60) at the first station is shorter than the duration of a (global) High
value (that is, in G60) at the same station. It is clear that, due to its geographical location,
that the impact of high values has a limited impact with respect to the usual values of
the parameter at this station. We can see that, after one hour, compared against the usual
salinity values at the first station, measures are at the Medium level, which means that the
dissolution effect would not be captured. Opposite to the above, for G60, the thresholds
used to decide which values are High are related to the whole dataset, which means that a
High value will normally last longer, allowing one to perceive the dissolution effect. We can
also see that the duration of High salinity values for the first station in L60 is shorter than
the duration for the second station, which makes it difficult to see the salinity dissolution
in this graph. This is also explained by Figure 15, where we can see a strong decay of
the salinity thresholds after the fourth station, which correlates with the duration of High
values of these stations in Figure 23, where, after the fifth station, a forward movement
(that is, to the right) of the High salinity values can be noted. In summary, if the impact of a
phenomenon is strongly local, global thresholds will most likely perform better when we
want to capture the development of this phenomenon.

Another result of the experiments refer to the relevance of the data exploration tasks.
As an example of this, we remark that the thresholds used in the reported experiments are
not appropriate for the whole dates in the dataset, but rather, in this case, for the first eight
days of the period under study. In Figure 16, we can see that the measurements for the last
two days are oscillating within a very small range around the threshold. This causes the
measurements to cross the threshold several times in a short period due the noise in the
data. As a result, using the same thresholds for the ten days under study and combining
them with a fine granularity such as 10 min would result in many very small intervals for
days 9 and 10. Thus, a lower threshold would be a better choice.

To illustrate the above, Figure 24 shows the intervals for 10 April, using G10. We
can see that the High category is valid during four short intervals for the fourth station
(zes09x-SF-1066). If we try to compute paths during this day, we would obtain many
of them (produced by all the possible combinations of intervals), which would make
it difficult to compare against the paths produced in an equivalent graph created with
coarser granularity.
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Figure 24. Intervals for EC = 2 for G10 (10 min granularity) on 10 April 2022 from 03:00 to 16:00.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In previous work, we proposed a model based on temporal graphs to represent sensor
networks and identified certain kinds of paths, which we denoted as temporal paths, that
capture the behavioral pattern of certain events of interest in such networks. The paths
above were defined as a combination of the relationships between their intervals when
certain conditions hold. For example, we identified a consecutive path as one where each
pair of consecutive intervals is such that the second one starts strictly after the first ends.

In the present work, we have generalized and characterized the notion of a temporal
path using the well-known Allen’s algebra, which defines thirteen possible relationships
between any pair of given intervals, whose combination yields 8192 possible relationships.
Fortunately, it turns out that not all of them are interesting in the transportation network
domain. We showed in this work that only ten combinations satisfy two desirable proper-
ties, namely closure under sensor deletion (or transitivity) and robustness. Some of the paths
identified in previous work (specifically, consecutive and flow paths) are among these
ten combinations. Other ones, like continuous and pairwise continuous paths, are still
interesting in certain settings although they do not come with the former ‘warranties’.
We implemented the proposal above, extending the libraries implemented for TNGraph,
our previously defined temporal graph model. In this way, we can easily check, using an
SQL-like temporal graph query language, the temporal paths that exist in a transportation
network. We applied our proposal to a real-world use case to study the effect of salinity
caused by tidal changes along a river of the Flanders river system. Our experiments showed
that, applying the transitivity property for temporal paths presented in this work, we can
reduce the data size (by a factor of six, in our case) and obtain the same result, which is a
relevant achievement considering the size of the datasets.

Future work includes the development of user-oriented applications, based on the
findings of this work, that would help to automate and simplify the work or the data
scientists and domain experts. The application of our theory to other kinds of networks is
also an open research field.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem A1

In this appendix, we present the proof of Theorem A1.

Theorem A1. Let S ⊆ {α1, α2, . . . , α13} be a set of basic Allen relations. The set S is closed under
composition if and only if the union

⋃
αi∈S αi is closed under sensor deletion (or transitive).

Proof. First, we prove the only-if-direction. Let S ⊆ {α1, α2, . . . , α13} be closed under
composition and let αS :=

⋃
αi∈S αi be the union of all the elements of S. We need to show

that when αS(A, B) and αS(B, C) hold, also αS(A, C) holds. From αS(A, B) and αS(B, C),
it follows that there exist (unique) αi, αj ∈ S such that αi(A, B) and αj(B, C) are true. But,
(αj ◦ αi)(A, C) then holds. Since S is closed under composition, αj ◦ αi is a union α of some
elements of S. Thus, we have that α(A, C) holds and this implies that αS(A, C) is certainly
true. This completes the proof of the only-if-direction.

For the if-direction, we assume that the union of the elements of S, αS (as above),
is closed under sensor deletion (or transitive). We need to show that S is closed under
composition. For αi, αj ∈ S, we need to show that αj ◦ αi is a union of elements of S. From
the composition table of the Allen relations (see, for example, the tables in [22] and in [23]),
we know that αj ◦ αi = αi1 ∪ αi2 ∪ · · · ∪ αik for some subset {i1, i2, . . . , ik} of {1, 2, . . . , 13}.
This means that, for reach im ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , ik}, there are intervals Am, Bm and Cm such
that αi(Am, Bm), αj(Bm, Cm) and αim(Am, Cm). From αi(Am, Bm), αj(Bm, Cm), it follows that
αS(Am, Bm), αS(Bm, Cm) and thus, by the assumption that the union of the elements of S is
closed under sensor deletion, we obtain αS(Bm, Cm). Since the thirteen basic Allen relations
are mutually exclusive, αim must belong to S. Since this is true for any im ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , ik},
and αj ◦ αi = αi1 ∪ αi2 ∪ · · · ∪ αik , we see that αj ◦ αi is a union of elements of S. This
completes the proof of the second implication and the proof of the theorem.
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